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An article about "Samarkand's Bread" 

 

By Umarova Marjona 

 

Bread is sacred for the Uzbek people, and there are many legends and 

proverbs about it.  One of them is the story of how the emir of  Bukhara tasted the 

bread of Samarkand and asked the best baker of the city to bake this bread in 

Bukhara as well.  Bread made in Bukhara does not taste like Samarkand bread.  

This angers the emir and demands an explanation from the baker.  The baker 

claims that the flour was not brought from Samarkand.  The second time, the bread 

is baked from flour brought from Samarkand.  However, this does not give the 

original taste of Samarkand bread.  Maybe this is related to water, thought the 

baker, and asked them to bring water from Samarkand.  But the bread baked in 

Bukhara does not turn out like the bread made in Samarkand.  Then the baker says 

that the air of Samarkand is the main missing component of the bread." 

Types of Samarkand Bread: 

* Obnon: This is the most famous and iconic bread of Samarkand. It's 

a large, round, flatbread baked in a traditional clay oven called a "tandir." Obnon 

is known for its crispy crust, chewy texture, and subtle sweetness.  

* Patir: This is a smaller, thinner flatbread, often used as a wrap for 

various fillings or served alongside meals. 

* Kulcha: This is a type of bread that is baked in the tandir and features 

a variety of fillings, such as meat, cheese, or vegetables.  

* Lepeshka: A thin, flatbread, similar to patir, but often made with a 

slightly different dough. 

The Significance of Samarkand Bread: 
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* A Culinary Heritage:  Samarkand's bread-making tradition is 

centuries old, dating back to the Silk Road era. It's an integral part of Uzbek 

culinary culture and a source of local pride. 

* Symbol of Hospitality: Bread is central to Uzbek hospitality, and 

offering guests a piece of freshly baked bread is a gesture of respect and warmth. 

* A Daily Staple: Samarkand bread is a staple food in the city, enjoyed 

at breakfast, lunch, and dinner, and often served with soups, stews, salads, and 

other dishes. 

* A Culinary Art Form: Bread-making in Samarkand is an art form, 

with skilled bakers using traditional techniques to create visually stunning and 

flavorful bread.  

* Cultural Identity:  The unique taste and texture of Samarkand bread 

are associated with the city's identity and contribute to its culinary reputation. 

Experiencing Samarkand Bread: 

* Visit a Local Bakery:  Many bakeries in Samarkand specialize in 

making traditional breads. Observing the bread-making process and sampling the 

different varieties is a rewarding experience. 

* Enjoy Bread with Meals: When dining in Samarkand, make sure to 

savor the local breads served alongside dishes.  

* Attend a Culinary Workshop: Some workshops offer hands-on 

experiences where you can learn the art of making Samarkand bread from local 

experts. 

Samarkand's bread is not just a food item, but a cultural treasure that 

reflects the city's culinary traditions, hospitality, and enduring legacy. 

To truly understand Samarkand, one must experience its bread. Visit a local 

bakery, watch the bakers work their magic, and savor the taste of history with 

each bite. Lose yourself in the aromas and the textures, and you'll discover that 
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Samarkand's bread is not just food, but a taste of the city's soul, its unwavering 

spirit, and its timeless allure. 

 


